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High School Preparation for Algebra 1
This course covers the topics shown below.
Students navigate learning paths based on their level of  readiness.
Inst itut ional users may customize the scope and sequence to meet curricular needs.

Curriculum (328 topics + 207 addit ional topics)

Whole Numbers (70 topics)

Addit ion (10 topics)
One-digit  addit ion with regrouping
Addit ion of  3 or 4 one-digit  numbers
Adding 2-digit  numbers without regrouping
Adding a 2-digit  number and a 1-digit  number with regrouping
Adding 2-digit  numbers with regrouping a ten
Adding mult iples of  10 and 100
Adding 2-digit  numbers with regrouping a hundred
Adding 3 or 4 numbers with two-digits with regrouping
Adding 3-digit  numbers with regrouping
Adding 3 numbers with two, three, and four-digits

Subtract ion (12 topics)
Subtract ing a 1-digit  number f rom a 2-digit  number
Subtract ion of  2-digit  numbers without regrouping
Subtract ing mult iples of  10 and 100
Subtract ion involving 3-digit  numbers without regrouping
Addit ion or subtract ion with 10 or 100
Subtract ion of  2-digit  numbers with regrouping
Subtract ion with mult iple regrouping steps involving 3-digit  numbers
Addit ion or subtract ion with 10, 100, or 1000
Subtract ion with mult iple regrouping steps involving 4-digit  numbers
Subtract ion and regrouping with zeros
Word problem with addit ion or subtract ion of  whole numbers
Describing an increasing or decreasing pattern f rom a table of  values

Mult iplicat ion (14 topics)
Mult iplying one-digit  numbers: Problem type 2
Mult iplicat ion as repeated addit ion
Using mult iplicat ion to find the number of  squares
Mult iplicat ion by 10, 100, and 1000
Mult iplying 2-digit  and 1-digit  numbers without regrouping
Introduct ion to mult iplicat ion with a trailing zero
Mult iplicat ion with trailing zeros: Problem type 1
Mult iplying 2-digit  and 1-digit  numbers with regrouping: Problem type 2
Mult iplying mult i-digit  and 1-digit  numbers with regrouping
Introduct ion to mult iplicat ion of  large numbers
Mult iplicat ion of  large numbers
Mult iplicat ion with trailing zeros: Problem type 2
Mult iples: Problem type 1
Mult iples: Problem type 2

Division (19 topics)
Division facts: Problem type 2
Division of  whole numbers given in f ract ional form
Division involving zero
Division without regrouping
Division with regrouping: 1-digit  divisor, 2-digit  dividend
Quotient with remainder: 1-digit  divisor, 2-digit  dividend
Whole number division: 2-digit  by 2-digit , no remainder
Word problem with mult iplicat ion or division of  whole numbers
Word problem with mult iplicat ion and addit ion or subtract ion of  whole numbers
Word problem on unit  rates associated with rat ios of  whole numbers: Whole number answers
Division with trailing zeros: Problem type 1
Division with regrouping: 1-digit  divisor, 3-digit  or 4-digit  dividend
Quotient with remainder: 1-digit  divisor, 3-digit  or 4-digit  dividend
Division involving quotients with intermediate zeros: Problem type 1
Division involving quotients with intermediate zeros: Problem type 2
Division with remainder involving quotients with intermediate zeros: Problem type 1
Division with trailing zeros: Problem type 2
Whole number division: 3-digit  by 2-digit , no remainder
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Division with no remainder and a two-digit  divisor: Problem type 2

Ordering and Est imation (5 topics)
Whole number place value: Problem type 1
Introduct ion to inequalit ies
Ordering large numbers
Rounding to tens or hundreds
Rounding to hundreds or thousands

Exponents and Order of  Operat ions (6 topics)
Writ ing expressions using exponents
Introduct ion to exponents
Introduct ion to parentheses
Introduct ion to order of  operat ions
Order of  operat ions with whole numbers
Order of  operat ions with whole numbers and exponents: Basic

Factors and Mult iples (4 topics)
Even and odd numbers
Factors
Greatest common factor of  2 numbers
Least common mult iple of  2 numbers

Fract ions (31 topics)

Equivalent Fract ions (8 topics)
Introduct ion to non-unit  f ract ions
Understanding equivalent f ract ions: Problem type 1
Conversions involving division in f ract ional form and whole numbers
Introduct ion to finding equivalent f ract ions: Mult iplying
Introduct ion to finding equivalent f ract ions: Dividing
Equivalent f ract ions
Introduct ion to simplifying a f ract ion
Simplifying a f ract ion

Plott ing and Ordering (7 topics)
Posit ion of  f ract ions on a number line
Plott ing f ract ions using a number line
Posit ion of  mixed numbers on a number line
Plott ing mixed numbers on a number line
Comparing f ract ions with the same denominator
Comparing f ract ions with the same numerator
Comparing f ract ions by finding a common denominator

Addit ion and Subtract ion with Fract ions (6 topics)
Finding the LCD of  two f ract ions
Addit ion or subtract ion of  f ract ions with the same denominator
Addit ion or subtract ion of  f ract ions with the same denominator and simplificat ion
Writ ing unit  f ract ions with a common denominator to add or subtract
Writ ing f ract ions with a common denominator to add or subtract
Addit ion or subtract ion of  f ract ions with different denominators

Addit ion and Subtract ion with Mixed Numbers (2 topics)
Writ ing an improper f ract ion as a mixed number
Writ ing a mixed number as an improper f ract ion

Mult iplicat ion and Division with Fract ions (8 topics)
Product of  a unit  f ract ion and a whole number
Product of  a f ract ion and a whole number: Problem type 1
Product of  a f ract ion and a whole number: Problem type 2
Introduct ion to f ract ion mult iplicat ion
Fract ion mult iplicat ion
The reciprocal of  a number
Division involving a whole number and a unit  f ract ion
Division involving a whole number and a f ract ion

Decimals (32 topics)

Place Value and Ordering (5 topics)
Writ ing a decimal and a f ract ion for a shaded region
Decimal place value: Tenths and hundredths
Introduct ion to ordering decimals
Ordering decimals
Rounding decimals
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Convert ing Decimals to Fract ions (1 topics)
Convert ing a decimal to a proper f ract ion without simplifying: Basic

Addit ion and Subtract ion (9 topics)
Addit ion of  decimals: Vert ically aligned
Decimal addit ion with 2 numbers
Decimal addit ion with 3 numbers
Subtract ion of  aligned decimals
Decimal subtract ion: Basic
Decimal subtract ion: Advanced
Word problem with addit ion or subtract ion of  2 decimals
Word problem with addit ion of  3 or 4 decimals and whole numbers
Word problem with subtract ion of  a whole number and a decimal: Regrouping with zeros

Mult iplicat ion (7 topics)
Mult iplicat ion of  a decimal by a power of  ten
Mult iplying a decimal less than 1 by a whole number
Mult iplying a decimal by a whole number
Mult iplying decimals less than 1: Problem type 1
Decimal mult iplicat ion: Problem type 1
Word problem with mult iplicat ion of  a decimal and a whole number
Word problem with mult iple decimal operat ions: Problem type 1

Division (4 topics)
Division of  a decimal by a power of  ten
Whole number division with decimal answers
Division of  a decimal by a whole number
Word problem with division of  a decimal and a whole number

Convert ing Fract ions to Decimals (6 topics)
Convert ing a f ract ion with a denominator of  10 or 100 to a decimal
Convert ing a proper f ract ion with a denominator of  2, 4, or 5 to a decimal
Convert ing a f ract ion to a terminat ing decimal: Basic
Convert ing a f ract ion to a repeating decimal: Basic
Using a calculator to convert  a f ract ion to a rounded decimal
Ordering f ract ions and decimals

Ratios, Percents, and Measurement (29 topics)

Rat ios and Unit  Rates (5 topics)
Finding a unit  price
Computing unit  prices to find the better buy
Solving a word problem on proport ions using a unit  rate
Finding missing values in a table of  equivalent rat ios
Using a table of  equivalent rat ios to find a missing quantity in a rat io

Understanding Percents (3 topics)
Convert ing a f ract ion with a denominator of  100 to a percentage
Convert ing a percentage to a f ract ion with a denominator of  100
Finding the percentage of  a grid that is shaded

Percents, Decimals, and Fract ions (8 topics)
Introduct ion to convert ing a percentage to a decimal
Introduct ion to convert ing a decimal to a percentage
Convert ing between percentages and decimals
Convert ing a f ract ion to a percentage: Denominator of  4, 5, or 10
Finding benchmark f ract ions and percentages for a figure
Convert ing a f ract ion to a percentage: Denominator of  20, 25, or 50
Using a calculator to convert  a f ract ion to a rounded percentage
Convert ing a f ract ion to a percentage in a real-world situat ion

Introduct ion to Percent Applicat ions (7 topics)
Finding a percentage of  a whole number
Finding a percentage of  a whole number without a calculator: Basic
Finding a percentage of  a total amount: Real-world situat ions
Finding a percentage of  a total amount without a calculator: Sales tax, commission, discount
Writ ing a rat io as a percentage
Writ ing a rat io as a percentage without a calculator
Finding the rate of  a tax or commission

U.S. Customary Units of  Measurement (5 topics)
Choosing U.S. Customary measurement units
U.S. Customary length conversion with whole number values
U.S. Customary volume conversion with whole number values
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U.S. Customary weight conversions with whole number values
Time unit  conversion with whole number values

Metric Units of  Measurement (1 topics)
Convert ing between metric and U.S. Customary unit  systems

Real Numbers (51 topics)

Plott ing and Ordering (8 topics)
Plott ing integers on a number line
Plott ing opposite integers on a number line
Plott ing rat ional numbers on a number line
Ordering integers
Comparing integers using a number line
Writ ing a signed number for a real-world situat ion
Interpret ing a table of  signed numbers that relate to a real-world situat ion: Problem type 1
Absolute value of  a number

Operat ions with Integers (9 topics)
Integer addit ion: Problem type 1
Integer addit ion: Problem type 2
Integer subtract ion: Problem type 1
Integer subtract ion: Problem type 2
Integer subtract ion: Problem type 3
Addit ion and subtract ion with 3 integers
Computing the distance between two integers on a number line
Integer mult iplicat ion and division
Mult iplicat ion of  3 or 4 integers

Operat ions with Signed Fract ions and Decimals (4 topics)
Identifying equivalent signed f ract ions
Signed f ract ion addit ion or subtract ion: Basic
Signed f ract ion mult iplicat ion: Basic
Signed decimal addit ion and subtract ion

Exponents and Order of  Operat ions (4 topics)
Exponents and integers: Problem type 1
Exponents and f ract ions
Exponents and signed f ract ions
Order of  operat ions with integers

Evaluat ing Expressions (7 topics)
Evaluat ing an algebraic expression: Whole number addit ion or subtract ion
Evaluat ing an algebraic expression: Whole number mult iplicat ion or division
Evaluat ing an algebraic expression: Whole numbers with two operat ions
Evaluat ing a formula
Evaluat ing an algebraic expression: Whole numbers with one operat ion and an exponent
Evaluat ing a linear expression: Integer mult iplicat ion with addit ion or subtract ion
Evaluat ing a quadrat ic expression: Integers

Square Roots (3 topics)
Square root of  a perfect square
Using a calculator to approximate a square root
Ordering real numbers

Venn Diagrams and Sets of  Real Numbers (4 topics)
Identifying numbers as integers or non-integers
Interpret ing a Venn diagram of  2 sets
Construct ing a Venn diagram to classify rat ional numbers
Construct ing a Venn diagram to describe relat ionships between sets of  rat ional numbers

Propert ies of  Operat ions (12 topics)
Combining like terms: Whole number coefficients
Combining like terms: Integer coefficients
Introduct ion to the distribut ive property
Introduct ion to factoring with numbers
Factoring a sum or difference of  whole numbers
Mult iplying a constant and a linear monomial
Distribut ive property: Whole number coefficients
Distribut ive property: Integer coefficients
Using algebra t iles to determine if  two expressions are equivalent
Identifying equivalent algebraic expressions
Using distribut ion and combining like terms to simplify: Univariate
Combining like terms in a quadrat ic expression
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Equations and Inequalit ies (63 topics)

One-Step Equations (15 topics)
Identifying solut ions to a one-step linear equation: Problem type 1
Identifying solut ions to a one-step linear equation: Problem type 2
Addit ive property of  equality with whole numbers
Addit ive property of  equality with decimals
Addit ive property of  equality with integers
Introduct ion to solving an equation with mult iplicat ion or division
Writ ing an equation and solving a mult iplicat ive comparison word problem
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with whole numbers
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with whole numbers: Fract ional answers
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with f ract ions
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with decimals
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with integers
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with signed f ract ions
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables using addit ion or subtract ion: Basic
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables using mult iplicat ion or division: Basic

Mult i-Step Equations (11 topics)
Identifying solut ions to a linear equation in one variable: Two-step equations
Using two steps to solve an equation with whole numbers
Addit ive property of  equality with a negative coefficient
Solving a two-step equation with integers
Introduct ion to solving an equation with parentheses
Introduct ion to solving an equation with variables on the same side
Solving a linear equation with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on the same side
Introduct ion to solving a linear equation with a variable on each side
Solving a linear equation with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on both sides
Solving a linear equation with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on the same side and distribut ion
Solving a linear equation with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on both sides and distribut ion

Writ ing Expressions and Equations (7 topics)
Writ ing a one-step expression for a real-world situat ion
Translat ing a phrase into a one-step expression
Translat ing a phrase into a two-step expression
Translat ing a sentence into a one-step equation
Writ ing an equation to represent a proport ional relat ionship
Translat ing a sentence into a mult i-step equation
Dist inguishing between expressions and equations

Applicat ions of  Linear Equations (5 topics)
Solving a f ract ion word problem using a linear equation of  the form Ax = B
Writ ing an equation of  the form Ax + B = C to solve a word problem
Solving a decimal word problem using a linear equation of  the form Ax + B = C
Solving a word problem with two unknowns using a linear equation
Solving a one-step word problem using the formula d = rt

Proport ions (3 topics)
Solving a proport ion of  the form x/a=b/c: Basic
Solving a proport ion of  the form x/a = b/c
Word problem on proport ions: Problem type 1

More on Percents (6 topics)
Applying the percent equation: Problem type 1
Finding the mult iplier to give a final amount af ter a percentage increase or decrease
Finding the final amount given the original amount and a percentage increase or decrease
Finding the sale price given the original price and percent discount
Finding the sale price without a calculator given the original price and percent discount
Finding the percentage increase or decrease: Basic

Writ ing and Graphing Inequalit ies (5 topics)
Translat ing a sentence by using an inequality symbol
Translat ing a sentence into a one-step inequality
Introduct ion to identifying solut ions to an inequality
Writ ing an inequality for a real-world situat ion
Graphing a linear inequality on the number line

One-Step Inequalit ies (6 topics)
Identifying solut ions to a one-step linear inequality
Addit ive property of  inequality with whole numbers
Addit ive property of  inequality with integers
Mult iplicat ive property of  inequality with whole numbers
Mult iplicat ive property of  inequality with integers
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Solving a word problem using a one-step linear inequality

Mult i-Step Inequalit ies (5 topics)
Identifying solut ions to a two-step linear inequality in one variable
Solving a two-step linear inequality with whole numbers
Solving a two-step linear inequality: Problem type 1
Solving a two-step linear inequality: Problem type 2
Solving a word problem using a two-step linear inequality

Graphing (28 topics)

Ordered Pairs (5 topics)
Reading a point in quadrant 1
Plott ing a point in quadrant 1
Reading a point in the coordinate plane
Plott ing a point in the coordinate plane
Finding distances between points that share a common coordinate given the graph

Tables and Equations of  Lines (6 topics)
Funct ion tables with two-step rules
Table for a linear equation
Writ ing a funct ion rule given a table of  ordered pairs: One-step rules
Identifying solut ions to a linear equation in two variables
Finding outputs of  a one-step funct ion that models a real-world situat ion: Two variable equation
Finding outputs of  a two-step funct ion with decimals that models a real-world situat ion: Two variable equation

Graphs of  Lines (8 topics)
Graphing a line in quadrant 1
Graphing a linear equation of  the form y = mx
Graphing a line given its equation in slope-intercept form: Integer slope
Graphing a line given its equation in slope-intercept form: Fract ional slope
Graphing a vert ical or horizontal line
Finding x- and y-intercepts given the graph of  a line on a grid
Identifying parallel and perpendicular lines
Interpret ing a line graph

Slope (5 topics)
Finding slope given the graph of  a line in quadrant 1 that models a real-world situat ion
Classifying slopes given graphs of  lines
Finding slope given the graph of  a line on a grid
Finding slope given two points on a line
Finding the slopes of  horizontal and vert ical lines

Sequences (4 topics)
Finding the next terms of  an arithmetic sequence with whole numbers
Finding the next terms of  an arithmetic sequence with integers
Finding the next terms of  a geometric sequence with whole numbers
Finding the next terms of  a geometric sequence with signed numbers

Exponents and Polynomials (19 topics)

Product, Power, and Quotient Rules (13 topics)
Understanding the product rule of  exponents
Introduct ion to the product rule of  exponents
Product rule with posit ive exponents: Univariate
Understanding the power rules of  exponents
Introduct ion to the power of  a power rule of  exponents
Introduct ion to the power of  a product rule of  exponents
Power rules with posit ive exponents: Mult ivariate products
Power rules with posit ive exponents: Mult ivariate quotients
Simplifying a rat io of  mult ivariate monomials: Basic
Introduct ion to the quotient rule of  exponents
Simplifying a rat io of  univariate monomials
Quotient of  expressions involving exponents
Simplifying a rat io of  mult ivariate monomials: Advanced

Polynomials (6 topics)
Simplifying a sum or difference of  two univariate polynomials
Mult iplying a univariate polynomial by a monomial with a posit ive coefficient
Mult iplying binomials with leading coefficients of  1
Mult iplying binomials with leading coefficients greater than 1
Mult iplying conjugate binomials: Univariate
Squaring a binomial: Univariate
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Geometry and Data Analysis (5 topics)

Perimeter and Area of  Polygons (5 topics)
Perimeter of  a polygon
Perimeter of  a square or a rectangle
Finding an unknown side length of  a polygon given the perimeter
Area of  a square or a rectangle
Finding side lengths of  rectangles given one dimension and an area or a perimeter

Other Topics Available(*) (207 addit ional topics)

Whole Numbers (19 topics)
Understanding mult iplicat ion of  a one-digit  number with a larger number
Division with remainder involving quotients with intermediate zeros: Problem type 2
Word problem on quotient and remainder
Word problem with division of  whole numbers and rounding: Problem type 1
Whole number place value: Problem type 2
Est imating a sum of  whole numbers: Problem type 1
Est imating a sum of  whole numbers: Problem type 2
Est imating a difference of  whole numbers: Problem type 1
Est imating a difference of  whole numbers: Problem type 2
Est imating a product
Est imating a quotient
Power of  10: Posit ive exponent
Order of  operat ions with whole numbers and grouping symbols
Divisibility rules for 2, 5, and 10
Divisibility rules for 3 and 9
Prime numbers
Prime factorizat ion
Greatest common factor of  3 numbers
Least common mult iple of  3 numbers

Fract ions (29 topics)
Understanding equivalent f ract ions: Problem type 2
Word problem involving addit ion or subtract ion of  f ract ions with the same denominator
Addit ion and subtract ion of  3 f ract ions with different denominators
Word problem involving addit ion or subtract ion of  f ract ions with different denominators
Fract ional part  of  a circle
Writ ing a mixed number and an improper f ract ion for a shaded region
Addit ion or subtract ion of  mixed numbers with the same denominator
Addit ion of  mixed numbers with the same denominator and renaming: Problem type 1
Addit ion of  mixed numbers with the same denominator and renaming: Problem type 2
Subtract ion of  mixed numbers with the same denominator and renaming: Problem type 1
Subtract ion of  mixed numbers with the same denominator and renaming: Problem type 2
Addit ion or subtract ion of  mixed numbers with different denominators without renaming
Addit ion of  mixed numbers with different denominators and renaming
Subtract ion of  mixed numbers with different denominators and renaming
Word problem involving addit ion or subtract ion of  mixed numbers with different denominators
Word problem involving mult iplying a f ract ion and a whole number
Mult iplicat ion of  3 f ract ions
Word problem involving f ract ions and mult iplicat ion
Mult i-step word problem involving f ract ions and mult iplicat ion
Determining if  a quantity is increased or decreased when mult iplied by a f ract ion
Fract ion division
Word problem involving f ract ions and division
Mult iplying mixed numbers: Problem type 1
Mult iplying mixed numbers: Problem type 2
Mult iplying a mixed number and a whole number: Problem type 1
Mult iplying a mixed number and a whole number: Problem type 2
Division with a mixed number and a whole number
Mixed number division
Word problem involving mult iplicat ion or division with mixed numbers

Decimals (22 topics)
Decimal place value: Hundreds to ten thousandths
Reading decimal posit ion on a number line: Tenths
Reading decimal posit ion on a number line: Hundredths
Convert ing a decimal to a proper f ract ion without simplifying: Advanced
Convert ing a decimal to a proper f ract ion in simplest form: Basic
Convert ing a decimal to a proper f ract ion in simplest form: Advanced
Convert ing a decimal to a mixed number and an improper f ract ion without simplifying
Convert ing a decimal to a mixed number and an improper f ract ion in simplest form: Basic
Convert ing a decimal to a mixed number and an improper f ract ion in simplest form: Advanced
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Decimal addit ion and subtract ion with 3 or more numbers
Est imating a decimal sum or difference
Mult iplicat ion of  a decimal by a power of  0.1
Mult iplying decimals less than 1: Problem type 2
Est imating a product of  decimals
Word problem with mult iplicat ion of  two decimals
Division of  a decimal by a 1-digit  decimal: Problem type 1
Division of  a decimal by a 2-digit  decimal
Word problem with mult iple decimal operat ions: Problem type 2
Word problem with division of  two decimals
Convert ing a f ract ion with a denominator of  100 or 1000 to a decimal
Convert ing a f ract ion to a terminat ing decimal: Advanced
Convert ing a f ract ion to a repeating decimal: Advanced

Ratios, Percents, and Measurement (17 topics)
Writ ing rat ios using different notat ions
Writ ing rat ios for real-world situat ions
Identifying statements that describe a rat io
Simplifying a rat io of  whole numbers: Problem type 1
Simplifying a rat io of  decimals
Using tables to compare rat ios
Word problem on unit  rates associated with rat ios of  whole numbers: Decimal answers
Finding a rate given a pictorial representat ion of  a real-world situat ion
Representing benchmark percentages on a grid
Convert ing between percentages and decimals in a real-world situat ion
Convert ing a percentage to a f ract ion in simplest form
U.S. Customary length conversions involving rounding decimals
U.S. Customary length conversions involving dimensional analysis
Simplifying a rat io of  whole numbers: Problem type 2
Choosing metric measurement units
Metric distance conversion with whole number values
Metric distance conversion with decimal values

Real Numbers (38 topics)
Reading the temperature f rom a thermometer
Interpret ing a table of  signed numbers that relate to a real-world situat ion: Problem type 2
Comparing signed numbers relat ing to a real-world situat ion
Finding opposites of  integers
Finding all numbers with a given absolute value
Identifying a sum as a point located a given distance f rom another point
Identifying relat ive change when combining two quantit ies
Word problem with addit ion or subtract ion of  integers
Operat ions with absolute value: Problem type 1
Word problem with mult iplicat ion or division of  integers
Signed f ract ion subtract ion involving double negation
Signed f ract ion addit ion or subtract ion: Advanced
Signed f ract ion mult iplicat ion: Advanced
Signed decimal addit ion and subtract ion with 3 numbers
Signed decimal mult iplicat ion
Exponents and integers: Problem type 2
Order of  operat ions with whole numbers and exponents: Advanced
Order of  operat ions with f ract ions: Problem type 1
Order of  operat ions with f ract ions: Problem type 2
Order of  operat ions with f ract ions: Problem type 3
Squaring decimal bases: Products greater than 0.1
Exponents and decimals: Products less than 0.1
Order of  operat ions with decimals: Problem type 1
Order of  operat ions with decimals: Problem type 2
Order of  operat ions with decimals: Problem type 3
Evaluat ing an algebraic expression: Whole number operat ions and exponents
Convert ing between temperatures in Fahrenheit  and Celsius
Finding all square roots of  a number
Identifying rat ional decimal numbers
Identifying true statements about rat ional and irrat ional numbers
Identifying numbers as rat ional or irrat ional
Interpret ing a Venn diagram of  3 sets
Construct ing a Venn diagram to classify real numbers
Construct ing a Venn diagram to describe relat ionships between sets of  real numbers
Identifying like terms
Introduct ion to propert ies of  addit ion
Understanding the distribut ive property
Introduct ion to propert ies of  mult iplicat ion

Equations and Inequalit ies (13 topics)
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Solving a two-step equation with signed decimals
Solving a word problem involving rates and t ime conversion
Word problem on proport ions: Problem type 2
Applying the percent equation: Problem type 2
Finding the total amount given the percentage of  a part ial amount
Finding the total cost including tax or markup
Combined effect of  more than one markup or discount
Finding the original amount given the result  of  a percentage increase or decrease
Finding the original price given the sale price and percent discount
Finding the percentage increase or decrease: Advanced
Finding simple interest without a calculator
Finding the interest and future value of  a simple interest loan or investment
Writ ing an inequality given a graph on the number line

Graphing (4 topics)
Finding a solut ion to a linear equation in two variables
Table for a linear funct ion
Interpret ing the graphs of  two funct ions
Interpret ing direct variat ion f rom a graph

Exponents and Polynomials (14 topics)
Introduct ion to the product rule with posit ive exponents: Whole number base
Product rule with posit ive exponents: Mult ivariate
Introduct ion to the power of  a power rule with posit ive exponents: Whole number base
Introduct ion to the quotient rule with posit ive exponents: Whole number base
Power of  10: Negative exponent
Evaluat ing an expression with a negative exponent: Whole number base
Introduct ion to the product rule with negative exponents: Whole number base
Introduct ion to the quotient rule with negative exponents: Whole number base
Introduct ion to the power of  a power rule with negative exponents: Whole number base
Introduct ion to scient ific notat ion with posit ive exponents
Scient ific notat ion with a posit ive exponent
Introduct ion to scient ific notat ion with negative exponents
Scient ific notat ion with a negative exponent
Convert ing between scient ific notat ion and standard form in a real-world situat ion

Geometry and Data Analysis (51 topics)
Perimeter of  a rectangle on a grid
Finding the missing length in a figure
Perimeter of  a piecewise rectangular figure
Area of  a rectangle on a grid
Finding the area of  a composite figure on a grid
Introduct ion to area of  a piecewise rectangular figure
Area of  a piecewise rectangular figure
Dist inguishing between the area and perimeter of  a rectangle
Areas of  rectangles with the same perimeter
Word problem involving the area of  a rectangle: Problem type 2
Area of  a triangle
Finding an angle measure of  a triangle given two angles
Introduct ion to the Pythagorean Theorem
Pythagorean Theorem
Word problem involving the Pythagorean Theorem
Circumference of  a circle
Area of  a circle
Circumference and area of  a circle
Circumference and area of  a circle: Exact answers in terms of  pi
Dist inguishing between the area and circumference of  a circle
Area involving rectangles and circles
Volume of  a rectangular prism made of  unit  cubes
Volume of  a rectangular prism
Volume of  a cylinder
Nets of  solids
Surface area of  a rectangular prism made of  unit  cubes
Surface area of  a cube or a rectangular prism
Dist inguishing between surface area and volume
Construct ing a f requency distribut ion for grouped data
Construct ing a f requency distribut ion for non-grouped data
Construct ing a two-way f requency table: Basic
Computing a percentage f rom a table of  values
Construct ing a line plot
Construct ing a bar graph for non-numerical data
Interpret ing a bar graph
Interpret ing a double bar graph
Construct ing a f requency distribut ion and a histogram
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Interpret ing a histogram
Interpret ing a circle graph or pie chart
Average of  two numbers
Mean of  a data set
Computat ions involving the mean, sample size, and sum of  a data set
Finding the value for a new score that will yield a given mean
Mean and median of  a data set
Mode of  a data set
Range of  a data set
Classifying likelihood
Determining a sample space and outcomes for an event: Experiment involving a single select ion
Introduct ion to the probability of  an event
Probability involving one die or choosing f rom n dist inct objects
Probability involving choosing f rom objects that are not dist inct

*Other Topics Available By default , these topics are NOT included in the course, but can be added using the content editor in
the Teacher Module.


